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The half-lives of seven nuclei have been determined in the neutron-deficient mass-70 region following their

production via fragmentation of a 345 MeV/nucleon 124Xe primary beam on a 740 mg/cm2 9Be target at the RI

Beam Factory, RIKEN. The results include two new (73Sr and 76Y) half-lives and a more precise measurement

for the ground-state half-life of 74Sr. The new results are discussed with reference to previously published

calculations that predict the location of the proton dripline in the light Sr and Y region of the nuclear chart.

In addition, differences in the ground-state structure of 72Rb and 76Y are discussed with the aid of density

functional theory calculations. These provide a possible explanation for why 72Rb undergoes proton decay while

the α-conjugate nucleus 76Y predominantly undergoes β+ decay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defining the boundaries of the limits of existence of atomic

nuclei is one of the fundamental goals of low-energy nuclear

physics research. On the proton-rich side of the so-called line

of stability of the Segré chart of nuclides, knowledge of such

boundaries is important, along with information on nuclear

masses, lifetimes, and structure, for the understanding of the

rapid-proton (rp) capture pathways that power type I x-ray

bursts [1] occurring on the surface of accreting neutron stars.

Under certain conditions, the rp-process path can extend up to

about mass 100, generating x-ray bursts that can last several

minutes [2].

In the present work the half-lives of 73Sr and 76Y, which

reside close to the proton dripline, have been measured for the

first time. In addition, a more precise ground-state half-life

has been determined for the isotope 74Sr along with further

measurements for four other nuclei (70Br, 71Kr, 74Rb, 75Sr)

[3–6], all of which are in agreement with the previously

published values. The relatively long lifetime obtained in the

2469-9985/2019/100(4)/044311(7) 044311-1 ©2019 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. BigRIPS particle identification spectrum obtained using

the 73Sr setting. The ions are identified with respect to proton number

Z and mass-to-charge ratio A/Q. Nuclei with A/Q = 2 correspond to

N = Z nuclei. The nucleus 73Sr is highlighted by the red box.

present work for 76Y is interesting in light of recent work

published on the existence 72Rb, which differs from 76Y by

only an α particle and has a lifetime of the order of 100 ns [7].

The data for the most exotic nuclei produced (73Sr and
76Y) are discussed with reference to theoretical predictions

of the proton dripline in this region of the Segré chart. The

experimentally observed difference in the half-lives and decay

modes of the two nuclei 72Rb and 76Y are also discussed in

terms of possible nuclear structure and deformation differ-

ences of the decaying states. This aspect is investigated with

the aid of density functional theory (DFT) calculations under

the assumption that it is the ground state in each nucleus that

is involved in the decay process.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

The present results were obtained from an experiment

performed at the radioactive-isotope beam factory (RIBF)

at RIKEN. A primary 124Xe beam with an energy of 345

MeV/u and intensity 30–35 pnA bombarded a 740 mg/cm2

Be target to produce secondary beams via fragmentation. The

fragments were separated according to their momenta and

mass-to-charge ratio (A/Q) by the first stage of the in-flight

RI projectile fragment separator (BigRIPS). The energy loss

(�E ), magnetic rigidity (Bρ), and time of flight (TOF) were

measured using the second stage of BigRIPS and the zero-

degree spectrometer (ZDS) giving the atomic number (Z) and

A/Q of the individual ions by the �E -Bρ-TOF method [8].

The resultant particle identification (PID) plots are presented

in Figs. 1 and 2 for the two transmission settings used, which

were centered on 73Sr and 74Sr, respectively.

The experimental arrangement employed a β-counting sys-

tem, the wide-range active silicon-strip stopper array for β

and ion detection [9] (WAS3ABi) in conjunction with the

γ -ray detection array EURICA (not used in the present work)

at the ZDS focal plane to detect decay radiation from the

individual ions. The heavy ions from the secondary beam were

implanted into WAS3ABi which detected their subsequent

β decay. WAS3ABi consisted of a double-sided silicon-strip
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for the 74Sr setting. The events

associated with 74Sr and 76Y are highlighted by the red boxes.

detector (DSSSD), which had an active area of 62 × 62 mm2,

16384 pixels, with a strip pitch of 485 μm and thickness of

1.0 mm.

To detect β decays below 100 keV [10] charge-sensitive

preamplifiers (Clear-Pulse CS-520) and shaping amplifiers

(CAEN N568B) were used [11]. To obtain β-decay trigger

and timing information, inverted signals of the shaping ampli-

fiers with a shaping time of 0.2 μs were fed into computer-

automated measurement and control (CAMAC) leading-edge

discriminators (LeCroy 3412, 4413) [12].

β-decay events were associated with preceding heavy-ion

implantations based on position and time information from the

active stopper, WAS3ABi. A prerequisite for the correlation

analysis was the proper identification of the implanted ion

species as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The position correlation

area consisted of the detector pixel where the implantation and

decay event occurred, plus the four nearest neighbor pixels

(two horizontal and two vertical). Given the low maximum

implantation rate per pixel of about 4.3 × 10−3 Hz and the

predicted β-decay rate the probability of multiple implanta-

tion events being correlated with a decay was negligible.

By correlating a sufficient number of implanted ions with

the subsequent β decays, the data can be fit and a half-life can

be extracted. In the current work all β decays observed within

1 s of an implanted ion were correlated. The time window of

1 s is chosen to include the parent, daughter, and, if appropri-

ate, grand-daughter decays. Any other correlations found in

this time window will form a time-random background. With

a suitably low number the distribution of these time-random

events will be uniform. Contaminants, produced by secondary

reactions in the degrader, were expected to be implanted in

the Si detector. An exponential background would be suitable

if the radioactivity from the contaminants are not negligible;

however, a constant background was found to be satisfactory

in the present work. A similar method has been used pre-

viously; see, for example, [13]. Two fitting procedures can

then be employed to extract the half-life. In the case of a

large number of implanted ions and good correlations, a χ2

fit of the exponential decay [14] is performed with daughter,

granddaughter (if appropriate), and uniform background. For

nuclei with very low yields, the half-lives were determined

044311-2
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TABLE I. Comparison of β-decay half-lives obtained in the

present work T
expt

1/2 with the literature values T lit
1/2. Values denoted

by * are either calculated half-lives or limits placed on nuclei from

previous experiments.

Nucleus T lit
1/2 (ms) T

expt

1/2 (ms) Method

70Br 79.1(8) [3] 79.7(24) χ 2

71Kr 100(3) [4] 98.8(3) χ 2

73Sr 25∗ [21] 24.3(53) χ 2

73Sr 25∗ [21] 28+5
−4 Schmidt

74Sr 27(8) [17] 27.7(28) χ 2

75Sr 88(3) [6] 81.7(34) χ 2

74Rb 64.761(31) [5] 65.5(8) χ 2

74Rb 64.761(31) [5] 65.0(5) Schmidt
76Y >200 ns∗ [20] 24+12

−6 Schmidt

by the logarithmic binning method as described by Schmidt

[15,16]. In this case the number of radioactive decay events

is plotted against the natural logarithm of the time difference

between ion implantation and β-particle detection. The mean

lifetime (and hence the half-life) is then extracted from the

centroid of the event distribution.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test the suitability of the correlation and fitting pro-

cedures the ground-state decays of known nuclei were mea-

sured. For one of these nuclei (74Rb) both the Schmidt and

χ2 methods were employed in order to compare results from

the two methods. The half-lives T1/2 obtained in the present

work for 70Br, 71Kr, 74Rb, and 75Sr are summarized in Table I

and an example of the data fitted using one of the methods

discussed above for 70Br is presented in Fig. 3. All of the mea-

sured half-lives in the present work are found to be in good

agreement with the previously published literature values.
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FIG. 3. Time distribution of the β-decay events following the

identification of 70Br nuclei in BigRIPS. Lower solid exponential

curve (red line) - parent nuclei (data for the daughter nucleus is not

included in the fit as the lifetime of 70Se is 41 min), horizontal solid

(green) line - constant back-ground. Upper most solid exponential

curve (magenta line) - combined fit yielding T1/2 = 79.7(24) ms for
70Br.
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FIG. 4. Time distribution of the β-decay events following the

identification of 74Sr nuclei in BigRIPS. Lower solid exponetial

curve (red line) - parent nuclei, 74Sr. Exponentially rising/ faliing

solid (blue) curve - daughter nuclei, 74Rb with a known β-decay of

64.761(31) ms [5]; horizontal (green) line - constant background.

Upper most solid exponential curve (magenta line) - combined fit

yielding T1/2 = 27.7(28) ms for 74Sr.

The β+-decay half-lives of nuclei 73Sr and 76Y have been

measured for the first time. In addition, the ground-state

lifetime of 74Sr has been determined with higher precision

than previous work [17].

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the β-decay events as a

function of time following the implantation of 74Sr nuclei. The

β-decay fit of 74Sr includes the activity of the daughter nuclide
74Rb, whose β-decay half-life is known to be 64.761(31) ms

[5]. A value of 27.7(28) ms is obtained for the half-life from

the events observed in WAS3ABi that were correlated with

β decays. In 2013 a previous in-beam study of 74Sr was

performed at Jyväskylä using the recoil-β-tagging technique.

From the analysis of the γ rays, emitted at the target position,

that were correlated with fast decays at the focal plane, and

tentatively identified as being transitions in 74Sr, an estimate

of the lifetime was made. This resulted in a value of 27(8) ms

[17] using the Schmidt method [15,16]. In the present work

there is unambiguous identification of the events associated

with the decay of 74Sr. Knowledge of the half-life of 74Sr

is important for understanding the role of 2p capture on the

rp-process waiting-point nucleus 72Kr as discussed in [18].

In the latter work the impact of the half-life of 74Sr on the

effective half-life of 72Kr was estimated to be about 10%.

In the present work the half-life of 73Sr was obtained using

both the χ2 and Schmidt methods outlined in the previous

section. Table I shows that consistent values, within errors, are

obtained. Due to the low number of correlated events the half-

life of 76Y was determined using the Schmidt method [15,16],

since this method is particularly useful for cases where there

are limited statistics available. In this case, the number of

radioactive decay events is plotted against the natural loga-

rithm of the time differences between the implant and decay.

The mean-lifetime (which can be converted to a half-life) is

then extracted from the centroid of the event distribution. This

method is useful when the parent and daughter have somewhat

different half-lives. Data for 73Sr and 76Y analyzed via this

method are presented in Fig. 5. A half-life of 28+5
−4 ms was

044311-3
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FIG. 5. Natural logarithm, ln(�t ), showing the time distribution

of the correlated β-decay WASA3Bi events following the identi-

fication of 73Sr nuclei (top) and 76Y (bottom) events in BigRIPS.

�t is the time difference in ms between detection of the recoils

and the β+ events. The solid red curves show the best fit using the

Schmidt method to extract the mean lifetimes. These were converted

to half-life values of 28+5
−4 ms for 73Sr (top) and 24+12

−6 ms for 76Y

(bottom), respectively. Note: The red curves have been multiplied by

a factor to make them visible (the areas under the curve and in the

data are not the same).

determined for 73Sr from 42 β-decay WAS3ABi correlated

events. In this case the daughter component was taken as
72Kr with a T1/2 = 17.1 ± 0.2 s [19] since 73Rb is proton

unbound (see Fig. 2). A T1/2 = 24+12
−6 ms was extracted for

76Y from a total of 9 β-decay WAS3ABi correlated events. For

the latter nucleus the daughter component (T1/2 = 7.9 s) was

included in the fitting procedure. [Note, the first identification

of 76Y was in [20] where two events were observed using the

fragment recoil separator (FRS) following the fragmentation

of a 112Sn beam at GSI.]

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Proton dripline

The neutron-deficient isotopes under discussion reside in

a region where, according to the finite-range droplet model

(FRDM) plus folded Yukawa potential calculations, sizable

(β2 ≈ 0.40) ground-state deformations are expected to exist

[22]. These calculations also list the masses and binding ener-

gies of nuclei which can in turn be used to deduce the one- and

two-proton separation energies. The latter values for 76,77Y are

all negative, suggesting that these nuclei are proton unbound,

while for 73,74Sr, positive one- and two-proton separation

energies are predicted. Moving to lower masses 72Sr is pre-

dicted to be bound by ≈0.8 MeV against one-proton emission

but unbound against two-proton emission (Sp ≈ −0.7 MeV).

For even lighter Sr isotopes, 71Sr is predicted to be unbound

against both one- and two-proton decay.

Theoretical one- and two-proton separation energies have

also been predicted in the mass-70 region using both Skyrme

Hartree-Fock calculations [23] and more recently shell-model

calculations using both the GXPF1A and JUN45 interactions

[24]. In the former case 73,74Sr are predicted to be bound

against both one- and two-proton emission, while in the latter

case 73Sr is predicted to be unbound against two-proton decay.

The HF calculations make no predictions for the Y isotopes,

but the shell-model calculations (using the JUN45 interaction;

see Fig. 3 from [24]) predict that 76,77Y are unbound for one-

proton emission. Interestingly relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov

calculations used to predict the proton dripline between Z =

31 and Z = 49 [25] suggest that 77Y is proton bound and that

the separation energy for 76Y is almost zero (−0.03 MeV)

and hence is on the border of being proton bound. Finally,

the latest atomic mass table evaluation [26] extrapolates the

one- and two-proton separation energies for 73,74Sr as being

positive but indicate that 76Y has a negative one-proton sep-

aration energy. This latter conclusion remains true when the

uncertainties quoted in the Sp values are taken into account.

Clearly the above results are not in total agreement regard-

ing the location of the boundaries of existence of the light Sr

and Y isotopes. However, the present lifetime measurements

indicate that 73,74Sr and 76Y do not undergo proton decay, but

prefer β+ decay. The results for 73,74Sr are in agreement with

all of the above predictions [22–24,26]. On the other hand

none of the models or mass evaluations predict that 76Y is

stable against one-proton decay and indeed several predict

that 77Y is also one-proton unbound, which is clearly not the

case [27].

B. Decay properties of 72Rb and 76Y

The fact that 76Y predominantly undergoes β decay with

a ms lifetime while 72Rb has a very short ≈100 ns life-

time [7] and presumably proton decays is very interesting.

This difference in behavior most likely results from nuclear

structure and/or deformation differences between the two

isotopes, which differ from each other by an α particle. In

the case of 72Rb it was suggested that the state that under-

goes proton decay could be a 5+ state based on a dominant

π f 5
2
⊗ νf 5

2
configuration; however, a 9+ state with dominant

πg 9
2
⊗ νg 9

2
configuration [7] could not be totally ruled out

but was deemed to be a less likely explanation. For 77Y,

calculations presented in [28] suggest that the β-decaying

ground state is predominantly based on the deformed Nilsson
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FIG. 6. Neutron (upper panel) and proton (lower panel) single-

particle levels as functions of deformation β calculated for 72Rb

using Skyrme functional UNEDF0 [30]. The positive (negative)

parity levels are marked by solid (dashed) lines and dominating

Nilsson labels, see text. The dots indicate the Fermi energies. The

dashed vertical lines indicate the positions of the lower and higher

deformation energy minima shown in Fig. 8.

[422] 5
2

+
orbital, which originates from the spherical g 9

2
orbit.

Furthermore, we note that on approaching the higher mass

(and more deformed) midshell region just below A = 80 it is

highly likely that the changing Fermi surface (and deforma-

tion) could increase the importance of the g 9
2

orbit component

contributions to the wave functions of the states in 76Y. This in

turn might explain the change in half-lives observed between

the two isotopes (i.e., due to the higher angular momentum

barrier) even if both involve decay from an excited 5+ state.

Finally, it is interesting to note that 78Y possesses a low-lying

5+ state that is isomeric and undergoes β+ decay [29].

1. New theoretical approach

Unfortunately calculations of decay energies available in

the literature do not allow us to obtain a consistent and reliable

picture that would be fully compatible with experimental

data. One should remember that the balance between proton

emission and β decay is extremely sensitive to the decay

energies, and thus the high theoretical precision required is

probably beyond the capabilities of the current modeling tech-

niques. Therefore, below we concentrate on other theoretical

results, which can be more robust than those available for

decay energies. However, before discussing the details of the

calculations it is important to note that what follows is based

on an assumption that it is the ground states that are involved

in the decay processes.

In Figs. 6 and 7, we present Nilsson diagrams calculated

for the Skyrme functional UNEDF0 [30] in 72Rb and 76Y, re-

spectively. Calculations were performed in the so-called false-

vacuum approximation, whereby the quasiparticle levels were

not blocked, whereas when pairing is introduced the HFB +

LN average proton and neutron numbers were set to be equal

to those of the studied odd-odd nuclei. On the prolate side, the

calculations clearly show three positive-parity down-sloping

intruder Nilsson levels [440]1/2, [431]3/2, and [422]5/2,
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FIG. 7. Same as in Fig 6, but for 76Y.

which originate from the spherical g 9
2

orbital. These states are

crossed by several negative-parity up-sloping Nilsson levels

originating from the f p spherical shell. Similarly, on the

oblate side, the positive-parity levels [402]5/2, [404]7/2, and

[404]9/2 are crossed by negative-parity levels [321]1/2 and

[321]3/2.

To study a possible range of variations between differ-

ent models, we performed analogous calculations for several

different Skyrme functionals and for the phenomenological

Woods-Saxon mean field. The obtained exact crossing points

depend on very detailed properties of relative positions and

deformation dependences of the Nilsson levels. Nevertheless,

the overall general picture appears to be the same as that

obtained for UNEDF0.

In Fig. 8, we show the calculated deformation energies in
72Rb and 76Y. The obtained values are fairly flat: i.e., between

β ≅ −0.3 and 0.5 all deformation energies are between −1

and +1 MeV. Nevertheless, we clearly see a shift of the mini-

mum from oblate in 72Rb to prolate in 76Y. This assignment of

ground-state deformations conforms with the previously sug-

gested oblate and prolate shapes of the neighboring isobars,
72Kr (see [31] and refs. therein) and 76Sr (see [32] and refs.

therein), respectively.
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FIG. 8. Deformation energies as a function of the quadrupole de-

formation β calculated for 72Rb and 76Y using the Skyrme functional

UNEDF0 [30].
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At the predicted oblate ground-state deformation of
72Rb, β ≅ −0.14 (see Fig. 8), the most likely ground-

state configuration is π [321]3/2 ⊗ ν[321]1/2. This gives the

ground-state spin and parity of 1+, which is in agreement

with the known ground-state of the mirror nucleus 72Br [33].

Here and below, we infer the total spins of configurations by

assuming that blocked quasiparticle proton and neutron states

are anti-aligned. This leads to the rule of I = |Kπ − Kν | that

relates the total laboratory angular momentum I to projections

Kπ and Kν of the intrinsic proton and neutron angular mo-

menta, respectively, on the symmetry axis. Similarly, at the

prolate ground-state deformation of 76Y equal to β ≅ 0.40,

the proton (neutron) Fermi level is located next to the crossing

between the [422]5/2 and [301]3/2 ([431]3/2 and [312]3/2)

levels. Therefore, at deformations after or before the crossings

one can have ground-state configurations of π [422]5/2 ⊗

ν[312]3/2 or π [301]3/2 ⊗ ν[431]3/2, respectively. However,

only the configuration obtained after the crossing yields a

spin-parity of 1− that is consistent with the assigned ground-

state spin-parity of the mirror nucleus 76Rb [33]. Hence this

configuration is tentatively assigned to the ground state in 76Y.

We can see that the configurations and spin assignments of

1+ and 1− proposed in 72Rb and 76Y, respectively, conform

to the Gallagher-Moszkowski (GM) rules [34]. However, as

already noted in their paper, in N ≅ Z nuclei, these rules

are not always obeyed. Indeed, by performing the angular-

momentum projection of blocked quasiparticle states in the

aligned or anti-aligned configurations, we could confirm that

such configurations are always very close in energy, and hence

that the GM rules for such nuclei are not very robust.

The above results suggest that the dominant configuration

of the ground state in 72Rb is most likely to be based on

protons and neutrons occupying l = 3 orbitals and that the

nucleus has a slightly oblate shape, (β ≅ −0.14). On the

other hand, the most favored ground-state configuration for
76Y involves a proton in an l = 4 orbital and a neutron in

an l = 3 orbit with the nucleus possessing a strong prolate

deformation (β ≃ 0.4). These results provide a possible al-

ternative explanation as to why 72Rb undergoes proton decay

(i.e., due to the lower deformation and lower angular momen-

tum barrier) while 76Y prefers to predominantly undergo β+

decay.

V. SUMMARY

The ground-state lifetimes of 73Sr and 76Y have been

determined for the first time and a more accurate value has

been obtained for the lifetime of the 74Sr ground state. In ad-

dition, further measurements have been made for the ground-

state lifetimes of four other nuclei (70Br, 71Kr, 74Rb, 75Sr)

which show very good agreement with previously published

results. The results obtained for 73Sr and 76Y suggest that

these isotopes are proton bound. These findings are compared

with predictions of the proton driplines made by various

calculations. The latter suggest that 73Sr is one-proton bound,

but that 76Y is one-proton unbound, which is contrary to the

experimental results. The experimental results indicate that

the proton dripline resides in lighter mass nuclei than 73Sr and
76Y in the light strontium and yttrium region. Finally, a pos-

sible explanation, based on nuclear structure and deformation

differences, for why 72Rb undergoes proton decay while the

α-conjugate nucleus 76Y predominantly undergoes β+ decay

is presented in terms of new DFT calculations. These results

are based on an assumption that it is the ground states that

undergo proton (72Rb) and β+ (76Y) decay. We note, however,

that we cannot rule out the possibility that the observed decays

in these nuclei may be due to excited states, with a 5+ state in

both nuclei being a possible candidate.
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